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Oswaal NEET Question Bank Chapterwise & Topicwise Biology
Book (For 2021 Exam)
Physical Geography
B.SC.Chemistry - II (UGC)
New Worlds, New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics (NWNH), the report of
the 2010 decadal survey of astronomy and astrophysics, put forward a vision for a
decade of transformative exploration at the frontiers of astrophysics. This vision
included mapping the first stars and galaxies as they emerge from the collapse of
dark matter and cold clumps of hydrogen, finding new worlds in a startlingly
diverse population of extrasolar planets, and exploiting the vastness and extreme
conditions of the universe to reveal new information about the fundamental laws of
nature. NWNH outlined a compelling program for understanding the cosmic order
and for opening new fields of inquiry through the discovery areas of gravitational
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waves, time-domain astronomy, and habitable planets. Many of these discoveries
are likely to be enabled by cyber-discovery and the power of mathematics,
physics, and imagination. To help realize this vision, NWNH recommended a suite
of innovative and powerful facilities, along with balanced, strong support for the
scientific community engaged in theory, data analysis, technology development,
and measurements with existing and new instrumentation. Already in the first half
of the decade, scientists and teams of scientists working with these cutting-edge
instruments and with new capabilities in data collection and analysis have made
spectacular discoveries that advance the NWNH vision. New Worlds, New Horizons:
A Midterm Assessment reviews the responses of NASA's Astrophysics program,
NSF's Astronomy program, and DOE's Cosmic Frontiers program to NWNH. This
report describes the most significant scientific discoveries, technical advances, and
relevant programmatic changes in astronomy and astrophysics over the years
since the publication of the decadal survey, and assesses how well the Agencies'
programs address the strategies, goals, and priorities outlined in the 2010 decadal
survey.

Linear Algebra
The aim of this book is to give a systematic exposition of results in some important
cases where p-adic families and p-adic L-functions are studied. We first look at padic families in the following cases: general linear groups, symplectic groups and
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definite unitary groups. We also look at applications of this theory to modularity
lifting problems. We finally consider p-adic L-functions for GL(2), the p-adic adjoint
L-functions and some cases of higher GL(n). Contents:An Overview of Serre's pAdic Modular Forms (Miljan Brakočević and R Sujatha)p-Adic Families of Ordinary
Siegel Cusp Forms (Jacques Tilouine)Ordinary Families of Automorphic Forms on
Definite Unitary Groups (Baskar Balasubramanyam and Dipramit Majumdar)Notes
on Modularity Lifting in the Ordinary Case (David Geraghty)p-Adic L-Functions for
Hilbert Modular Forms (Mladen Dimitrov)Arithmetic of Adjoint L-Values (Haruzo
Hida)p-Adic L-Functions for GLn (Debargha Banerjee and A Raghuram)NonTriviality of Generalised Heegner Cycles Over Anticyclotomic Towers: A Survey
(Ashay A Burungale)The Euler System of Heegner Points and p-Adic L-Functions
(Ming-Lun Hsieh)Non-Commutative q-Expansions (Mahesh Kakde) Readership:
Researchers in algebra and number theory.

INDIAN POLITY
Landslides: Theory, Practice and Modelling
The purpose of this book is to provide nurses and other health workers with
knowledge of the structure and functions of the human body and the changes that
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take place when diseases disrupt normal processes. Its purpose is to describe, not
prescribe - medical treatment is not included.

Advances in Micro and Nano Manufacturing and Surface
Engineering
The purpose of this contributed volume is to provide a primary resource for anyone
interested in fixed point theory with a metric flavor. The book presents information
for those wishing to find results that might apply to their own work and for those
wishing to obtain a deeper understanding of the theory. The book should be of
interest to a wide range of researchers in mathematical analysis as well as to those
whose primary interest is the study of fixed point theory and the underlying
spaces. The level of exposition is directed to a wide audience, including students
and established researchers. Key topics covered include Banach contraction
theorem, hyperconvex metric spaces, modular function spaces, fixed point theory
in ordered sets, topological fixed point theory for set-valued maps, coincidence
theorems, Lefschetz and Nielsen theories, systems of nonlinear inequalities,
iterative methods for fixed point problems, and the Ekeland’s variational principle.

Higher engineering mathematics
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Physical Geography Made Simple focuses on developments in physical geography,
including advancements in the study of landforms, weather, climate, water, soils,
plants, and animals. The book first offers information on rocks and relief,
weathering, slopes, and rivers and drainage basins. Topics include rock structures
and landforms, crustal structure and movement, physical and chemical
weathering, measurement and description of slopes, and transport, erosion, and
deposition. The manuscript then ponders on glacial and periglacial landforms and
desert and uropical landforms. The publication takes a look at coastal features,
landscape development, and the atmosphere and its energy. The manuscript also
elaborates on moisture in the atmosphere, air motion, general circulation, and
weather. Discussions focus on fronts, weather prediction, planetary wind belts,
pressure variations, upper air motion, adiabatic processes, and evaporation and
condensation. The text is a valuable reference for geographers and readers
interested in physical geography.

Legal Aptitude for the CLAT and other Law Entrance
Examinations : A Workbook
This book focuses on the importance and roles of seed microbiomes in sustainable
agriculture by exploring the diversity of microbes vectored on and within seeds of
both cultivated and non-cultivated plants. It provides essential insights into how
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seeds can be adapted to enhance microbiome vectoring, how damaged seed
microbiomes can be assembled again and how seed microbiomes can be
conserved. Plant seeds carry not only embryos and nutrients to fuel early seedling
growth, but also microbes that modulate development, soil nutrient acquisition,
and defense against pathogens and other stressors. Many of these microbes
(bacteria and fungi) become endophytic, entering into the tissues of plants, and
typically exist within plants without inducing negative effects. Although they have
been reported in all plants examined to date, the extent to which plants rely on
seed vectored microbiomes to enhance seedling competitiveness and survival is
largely unappreciated. How microbes function to increase the fitness of seedlings
is also little understood. The book is a unique and important resource for
researchers and students in microbial ecology and biotechnology. Further, it
appeals to applied academic and industrial agriculturists interested in increasing
crop health and yield.

Verbal Ability & Reading Comprehension- New
Protracted refugee populations not only constitute over 70% of the world's
refugees but are also a principal source of many of the irregular movements of
people around the world today. The long-term presence of refugee populations in
much of the developing world has come to be seen by many host states in these
regions as a source of insecurity. In response, host governments have enacted
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policies of containing refugees in isolated and insecure camps, have prevented the
arrival of additional refugees and, in extreme cases, have engaged in forcible
repatriation. Not surprisingly, these refugee populations are also increasingly
perceived as possible sources of insecurity for Western states. Refugee camps are
sometimes breeding grounds for international terrorism and rebel movements.
These groups often exploit the presence of refugees to engage in activities that
destabilise not only host states but also entire regions.

MEGA Study Guide for NTSE 2021 (SAT & MAT) Class 10 Stage 1
& 2 - 12th Edition
Legal Aptitude for the CLAT and Other Law Entrance Examinationsâ€"A Workbook
is a perfect practice tool for students preparing for CLAT and other law entrance
examinations. The book acts as a ready reckoner for students to brush up their
basics and memorize important facts, figures, and concepts.

Nonlinear Dynamics and Chaos
Protracted Refugee Situations
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Practical design and performance solutions for every ad hoc wireless network Ad
Hoc Wireless Networks comprise mobile devices that use wireless transmission for
communication. They can be set up anywhere and any time because they
eliminate the complexities of infrastructure setup and central administration-and
they have enormous commercial and military potential. Now, there's a book that
addresses every major issue related to their design and performance. Ad Hoc
Wireless Networks: Architectures and Protocols presents state-of-the-art
techniques and solutions, and supports them with easy-to-understand examples.
The book starts off with the fundamentals of wireless networking (wireless PANs,
LANs, MANs, WANs, and wireless Internet) and goes on to address such current
topics as Wi-Fi networks, optical wireless networks, and hybrid wireless
architectures. Coverage includes: Medium access control, routing, multicasting,
and transport protocols QoS provisioning, energy management, security, multihop
pricing, and much more In-depth discussion of wireless sensor networks and ultra
wideband technology More than 200 examples and end-of-chapter problems Ad
Hoc Wireless Networks is an invaluable resource for every network engineer,
technical manager, and researcher designing or building ad hoc wireless networks.

Advances in Organic Farming
Real-life examples come under the scalpel as forensic scientist Jay Siegel follows
the course of evidence all the way from the crime scene to the court judgement.
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His guide covers all the major areas of forensic science, including drugs, trace
evidence, pathology, entomology, odontology, anthropology, crime scene
investigation and the law. -He explains the many types of evidence, how they
occur, how they are collected and analysed, and how the results are presented in
court.--

Forensic Science
Water Remediation
Written by leading experts in the field, Cyanobacteria: AnEconomic Perspective is a
comprehensive edited volume coveringall areas of an important field and its
application to energy,medicine and agriculture. Issues related to environment, food
and energy have presentedserious challenge to the stability of nation-states.
Increasingglobal population, dwindling agriculture and industrial production,and
inequitable distribution of resources and technologies havefurther aggravated the
problem. The burden placed by increasingpopulation on environment and
especially on agriculturalproductivity is phenomenal. To provide food and fuel to
such amassive population, it becomes imperative to find new ways andmeans to
increase the production giving due consideration tobiosphere’s ability to
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regenerate resources and provideecological services. Cyanobacteria are
environment friendly resource for commercialproduction of active biochemicals,
drugs and future energy(biodiesel, bioethanol and hydrogen). Topics on isolation,
identification and classification ofcyanobacteria are discussed, as well as further
sections on:summarizing a range of useful products synthesized bycyanobacteria,
ecological services provided by cyanobacteriaincluding their harmful effect in
water bodies and associated floraand fauna. Chapter on tools, techniques, and
patents also focus onthe economic importance of the group. This book also
provides aninsight for future perspectives in each particular field and anextensive
bibliography. This book will be a highly useful resource for students,researchers
and professionals in academics in the life sciencesincluding microbiology and
biotechnology.

(FREE SAMPLE) NDA/ NA 14 years Mathematics Topic-wise
Solved Papers (2006 - 2019)
FUNDAMENTALS OF DIGITAL CIRCUITS
This book, with contributions from international landslide experts, presents indepth knowledge of theories, practices, and modern numerical techniques for
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landslide analysis. Landslides are a reoccurring problem across the world and need
to be properly studied for their mitigation and control. Due to increased natural
and anthropogenic activities, chances of landslide occurrence and associated
hazards have increased. The book focuses on landslide dynamics, mechanisms and
processes along with hazard mitigation using geo-engineering, structural,
geophysical and numerical tools. The book contains a wealth of the latest
information on all aspects of theory, practices and modelling tools and techniques
involved in prediction, prevention, monitoring, mitigation and risk analysis of
landslide hazards. This book will bring the reader up to date on the latest trends in
landslide studies and will help planners, engineers, scientists and researchers
working on landslide engineering.

Concepts Of Physics
The roles of microbes in agriculture, industry and environment have been the point
of interest since long time for their potential exploitation. Although only a fraction
of microbial diversity was accessed by microbiologists earlier for harnessing them
owing to limited techniques available. The molecular techniques have opened new
vistas to access the wide field of the unexplored microbes and their exploitation for
useful genes and novel metabolites. Sincere efforts have been made in
biotechnology using microbes leading to improve our life with respect to
agriculture and people health. This comprehensive volume covers different aspects
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of microbial biotechnology and its management in sustainable agriculture for food
security and improved human health. The book comprises four sections:
Endophytes and Mycorrhizae, Microbial Diversity and Plant Protection, Microbial
Functions and Biotechnology, and Microbes and the Environment, which contain 53
chapters. The book examines the aspects on endophytes and mycorrhizae,
bioactive compounds, growth promoting microorganisms, disease management
with emphasis on biocontrol, genetics of disease resistance, microbial enzymes,
advances in potential of microbes and their industrial as well as pharmaceutical
applications. In addition, the use of botanicals, and the etiology and management
of medicinal and aromatic plants in the post harvest management have been
reviewed in greater depth for the benefit of teaching and research community. The
biotechnological developments using microbe potential have enabled us combat
the environment and human health problems worldwide in ecofriendly manner. We
are sure that this volume will be highly useful to all those concerned with fungi,
bacteria, viruses and their biology, including environmental and public health
officers and professionals in the field of interest. The volume is an exhaustive
coverage of almost all the aspects of microbial biology and biotechnology.

Topics in Fixed Point Theory
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Molecular Biology and Genetic Engineering
This volume presents research papers on micro and nano manufacturing and
surface engineering which were presented during the 7th International and 28th All
India Manufacturing Technology, Design and Research conference 2018 (AIMTDR
2018). The papers discuss the latest advances in miniature manufacturing, the
machining of miniature components and features as well as improvement of
surface properties. This volume will be of interest to academicians, researchers,
and practicing engineers alike.

Ad Hoc Wireless Networks
Organic Farm Management: Agronomic Soil Management Practices is the first book
to focus on the integrated interactions between soil-plant-microbe-environment
elements in light of the ecosystem function. There are many concerns about how
long farming will continue using current conventional methods as continued
chemical use degrades the soil and the environment. Addressing the question
"Under what circumstances does information on nutrient management for
sustainability add to the predictive power of agro-ecosystem processes?”, this
book explores critical biogeochemical cycles, and their potential responses to
current and impending environmental change as well as highlighting the factors
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that determine this nexus in space and time for sustainable crop production. In the
simplest terms, organic growing or farming is based on maintaining a living soil
with a diverse population of micro and macro soil organisms. Organic matter (OM)
is maintained in the soil through the addition of compost, animal manure, and
green manures and the avoidance of excess mechanization. Another common
aspect of OF is growing plants without synthetic fertilizers or pest control
chemicals. This approach usually includes the desire for organic agriculture to be
economically, environmentally and socially sustainable and based on integrated
production systems. OF is both challenging and exciting, as its practice of "feeding
the soil, not the plant” provides opportunity to better understand why some
growing methods might be preferred over others. This book covers all these wider
aspects and explains sustainable nutrient management under OF or organic
agriculture. It focuses on the role of nutrient management in sustaining the
ecosystems globally, including relevant issues such as remediation of polluted
soils; conservation practices; degradation of pollutants; biofertilizers; and
biopesticides to integration of mineral fertilization in sustainable crop production
system, reclamation of problematic soils, and combating climate change. Presents
a comprehensive overview of recent advances and new developments in the field
OF research within a relevant theoretical framework Highlights the scope of the
inexpensive and improved management practices Focuses on the role of nutrient
management in sustaining the ecosystems
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NURSING: Solved Question Papers for BSc Nursing—4th Year
(2012-1999)
Understanding Basic CalculusBy S.K. Chung

Quantitative Aptitude for Competitive Examinations
Life Sciences Set
The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
Some benefits of studying from Oswaal NEET Question Banks are: • Chapter-wise
and Topic-wise presentation • Latest NEET Question Paper 2020- Fully solved •
Chapter-wise Objectives: A sneak peek into the chapter • Mind Map: A single page
snapshot of the entire chapter • Revision Notes: Concept based study material •
Oswaal QR Codes: For Quick Revision on your Mobile Phones and Tablets •
Analytical Report: Unit-wise questions distribution in each subject

Seed Endophytes
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Themes in World History
Understanding Basic Calculus
Objective General English
For B.Sc 2nd year students of all Indian Universities. The book has been prepared
keeping view the syllabi prepared by different universities on the basis of Model
UGC Curriculum. A large number of illustrations, pictures and interesting examples
have been provided to make the reading interesting and understandable. The
question that have been provided in the Exercise are in tune with the latest pattern
of examination.

CTET & State TETs: Child Development and Pedagogy Paper 1
& 2 with Previous Year Question Papers
This book presents the state-of-the-art in the area of water remediation. It covers
topics such as decentralized ecological wastewater treatment, applications of
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remote sensing and geographic information systems (GIS) in water quality
monitoring and remediation, water remediation through nanotechnology, and
processes used in water purification. The contents of this volume will prove useful
to researchers, students, and policy makers alike.

Forensic Science
For competitive examinations like: IBPS-CWE Bank PO/Clerical/Specialist Officers,
RRB Officers; SBI-PO/Clerical; NABARD and IBDI Bank executive officers -- SSC-CGL
(Tier i and II); SSC-CHSL (10+2); SSC-FCI Grade III; SSC-CPO/SI/ASI,-- Income tax
etc., -- LIC/GIC/UIICO AAOs, etc -- UPSC-CSAT, SCRA, CDS etc; and other state
services exams -- Railways Grade 'D' and other technical and non-technical exams
-- MAT; CMAT; CET (MBA); SNAP; BBA; BBM and other B School Admission Tests -NTSE; CLAT; Hotel Management etc

Ross & Wilson Anatomy and Physiology in Health and Illness
This textbook is aimed at newcomers to nonlinear dynamics and chaos, especially
students taking a first course in the subject. The presentation stresses analytical
methods, concrete examples, and geometric intuition. The theory is developed
systematically, starting with first-order differential equations and their bifurcations,
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followed by phase plane analysis, limit cycles and their bifurcations, and
culminating with the Lorenz equations, chaos, iterated maps, period doubling,
renormalization, fractals, and strange attractors.

NCERT MCQs: Social Science
Microbial Diversity and Biotechnology in Food Security
The Fourth edition of this well-received text continues to provide coherent and
comprehensive coverage of digital circuits. It is designed for the undergraduate
students pursuing courses in areas of engineering disciplines such as Electrical and
Electronics, Electronics and Communication, Electronics and Instrumentation,
Telecommunications, Medical Electronics, Computer Science and Engineering,
Electronics, and Computers and Information Technology. It is also useful as a text
for MCA, M.Sc. (Electronics) and M.Sc. (Computer Science) students. Appropriate
for self study, the book is useful even for AMIE and grad IETE students. Written in a
student-friendly style, the book provides an excellent introduction to digital
concepts and basic design techniques of digital circuits. It discusses Boolean
algebra concepts and their application to digital circuitry, and elaborates on both
combinational and sequential circuits. It provides numerous fully worked-out,
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laboratory tested examples to give students a solid grounding in the related design
concepts. It includes a number of short questions with answers, review questions,
fill in the blanks with answers, multiple choice questions with answers and exercise
problems at the end of each chapter.

Yeast Biotechnology: Diversity and Applications
As per the norms of Right of Children to Free and Compulsory Education (RTE) Act
2009, the Ministry of Human Resource Development, Government of India has
made it compulsory to qualify State Level T.E.T (Teachers Eligibility Test) even to
qualify as a teacher at an elementary level. Considering the significance of all
eligibility tests at State level or Central level, I have brought this unique book for
all the aspirants which will help them immensely to perform well in the CTET/State
TET exams. This Book - CTET & TETs - Child Development and Pedagogy Paper 1 &
2 contains an insight about each and every concept with detailed notes and
explanation on the same. It also covers Previous Year Question Papers with
answers from CTET Paper 1 & Paper 2 (2011–2019). This book will help you in
understanding and all the key concepts and kind of questions expected in CTET &
other State TETs. This book is also useful for KVS/NVS aspirants, B.Ed. Students,
Grade XI students, teachers and anyone who is interested in psychologists,
theories, pedagogy concepts, concepts on child development etc. This book has
been designed in such a way that learners with minimum English language skills
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will also comprehend the concepts. The book will definitely help you understand
each and every concept very clearly and to get extraordinary score in CTET and
other TETs in your first attempt itself.

New Worlds, New Horizons
PART I Molecular Biology 1. Molecular Biology and Genetic Engineering Definition,
History and Scope 2. Chemistry of the Cell: 1. Micromolecules (Sugars, Fatty Acids,
Amino Acids, Nucleotides and Lipids) Sugars (Carbohydrates) 3. Chemistry of the
Cell . 2. Macromolecules (Nucleic Acids; Proteins and Polysaccharides) Covalent
and Weak Non-covalent Bonds 4. Chemistry of the Gene: Synthesis, Modification
and Repair of DNA DNA Replication: General Features 5. Organisation of Genetic
Material 1. Packaging of DNA as Nucleosomes in Eukaryotes Techniques Leading to
Nucleosome Discovery 6. Organization of Genetic Material 2. Repetitive and Unique
DNA Sequences 7. Organization of Genetic Material: 3. Split Genes, Overlapping
Genes, Pseudogenes and Cryptic Genes Split Genes or .Interrupted Genes 8.
Multigene Families in Eukaryotes 9. Organization of Mitochondrial and Chloroplast
Genomes 10. The Genetic Code 11. Protein Synthesis Apparatus Ribosome,
Transfer RNA and Aminoacyl-tRNA Synthetases Ribosome 12. Expression of Gene .
Protein Synthesis 1. Transcription in Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes 13. Expression of
Gene: Protein Synthesis: 2. RNA Processing (RNA Splicing, RNA Editing and
Ribozymes) Polyadenylation of mRNA in Prokaryotes Addition of Cap (m7G) and
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Tail (Poly A) for mRNA in Eukaryotes 14. Expression of Gene: Protein Synthesis: 3.
Synthesis and Transport of Proteins (Prokaryotes and Eukaryotes) Formation of
Aminoacyl tRNA 15. Regulation of Gene Expression: 1. Operon Circuits in Bacteria
and Other Prokaryotes 16. Regulation of Gene Expression . 2. Circuits for Lytic
Cycle and Lysogeny in Bacteriophages 17. Regulation of Gene Expression 3. A
Variety of Mechanisms in Eukaryotes (Including Cell Receptors and Cell Signalling)
PART II Genetic Engineering 18. Recombinant DNA and Gene Cloning 1. Cloning
and Expression Vectors 19. Recombinant DNA and Gene Cloning 2. Chimeric DNA,
Molecular Probes and Gene Libraries 20. Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) and
Gene Amplification 21. Isolation, Sequencing and Synthesis of Genes 22. Proteins:
Separation, Purification and Identification 23. Immunotechnology 1. B-Cells,
Antibodies, Interferons and Vaccines 24. Immunotechnology 2. T-Cell Receptors
and MHC Restriction 25. Immunotechnology 3. Hybridoma and Monoclonal
Antibodies (mAbs) Hybridoma Technology and the Production of Monoclonal
Antibodies 26. Transfection Methods and Transgenic Animals 27. Animal and
Human Genomics: Molecular Maps and Genome Sequences Molecular Markers 28.
Biotechnology in Medicine: l.Vaccines, Diagnostics and Forensics Animal and
Human Health Care 29. Biotechnology in Medicine 2. Gene Therapy Human
Diseases Targeted for Gene Therapy Vectors and Other Delivery Systems for Gene
Therapy 30. Biotechnology in Medicine: 3. Pharmacogenetics / Pharmacogenomics
and Personalized Medicine Phannacogenetics and Personalized 31. Plant Cell and
Tissue Culture' Production and Uses of Haploids 32. Gene Transfer Methods in
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Plants 33. Transgenic Plants . Genetically Modified (GM) Crops and Floricultural
Plants 34. Plant Genomics: 35. Genetically Engineered Microbes (GEMs) and
Microbial Genomics References

Cyanobacteria
NCERT MCQs: Social Science is a collection of Multiple Choice Questions entirely
based on N.C.E.R.T. Social Science books (History, Geography and Political Science)
of class VI to X. It is for school students as well as competitive exams.

Physical Chemistry
I belie ve that the book would provide an overview of the recent developments in
the domain of yeast research with some new ideas, which could serve as an
inspiration and challenge for researchers in this field. Ne w Delhi Prof. Asis Datta
Dec. 24, 2007 F ormer Vice-chancellor, JNU Director, NCPGR (New Delhi) Pr eface
Yeasts are eukaryotic unicellular microfungi that are widely distributed in the
natural environments. Although yeasts are not as ubiquitous as bacteria in the naral environments, they have been isolated from terrestrial, aquatic and
atmospheric environments. Yeast communities have been found in association with
plants, a- mals and insects. Several species of yeasts have also been isolated from
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specialized or extreme environments like those with low water potential (e. g. high
sugar/salt concentrations), low temperature (e. g. yeasts isolated from Antarctica),
and low oxygen availability (e. g. intestinal tracts of animals). Around 1500 species
of yeasts belonging to over 100 genera have been described so far. It is estimated
that only 1% of the extant yeasts on earth have been described till date. Therefore,
global efforts are underway to recover new yeast species from a variety of normal
and extreme environments. Yeasts play an important role in food chains, and
carbon, nitrogen and sulphur cycles. Yeasts can be genetically manipulated by
hybridization, mutation, rare m- ing, cytoduction, spheroplast fusion, single
chromosomal transfer and transfor- tion using recombinant technology. Yeasts (e.
g.

p-Adic Aspects of Modular Forms
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ROMANCE ACTION & ADVENTURE MYSTERY & THRILLER BIOGRAPHIES &
HISTORY CHILDREN’S YOUNG ADULT FANTASY HISTORICAL FICTION HORROR
LITERARY FICTION NON-FICTION SCIENCE FICTION
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